Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

n. [aggressiveness] belligerence; pugnacity; ferocity

docility; gentleness

Word
truculence ®

Analogy: truculent : gentleness :: unregenerate : remorse
tryst

n. [an appointment to meet at a specified time and location, esp.
a secret one and between lovers] meeting; rendezvous

tumult

1.
2.
3.

n. [noisy commotion, as of a crowd] uproar; hubbub
n. [confusion] disturbance; turbulence
n. [great mental disturbance] agitation; turmoil

1.
2.
3.

quietude; quiescence
tranquillity
repose; serenity

Related Words:
pandemonium: n. a state of extreme confusion or disorder;
bedlam
Analogy: tumultuous : bedlam :: active : hive
turncoat

n. [a person who switches over to the opposite side or party]
traitor; renegade; apostate; defector
Analogy:
turncoat : constancy :: bigot : tolerance
turncoat : consistency :: simpleton : sagacity

turpitude

n. [a corrupt or degenerate act or practice] depravity; baseness;
vileness

tutelary

adj. [providing protective supervision] protective; guardian;
custodial

ultimate

1.
2.

adj. [being the last element of a series or process] final;
conclusive; terminal
adj.[beyond which further analysis or division is not
possible] fundamental; primary; elemental

probity

1.

incipient

umbrage

n. [a feeling of resentment or anger at being slighted or
offended] offense; displeasure; pique

unbridled

adj. [not restrained or controlled] unrestrained; unchecked;
ungoverned; wild

restrained

unexceptionable

1.
2.

1.
2.

adj. [being without flaw or fault] irreproachable
adj. [completely acceptable, not open to exception or
criticism] unimpeachable

unilateral

adj. [occurring on or involving one side only] one-sided;
unipartite

unobtrusive

adj. [not conspicuous or undesirably noticeable] inconspicuous;
discreet

unprepossessing

adj. [unattractive] unappealing; unimpressive

unrequited

adj. [not reciprocated or returned in kind] unreciprocated;
unanswered; unrecompensed

utopia

n. [an imaginary place considered to be perfect or ideal]
paradise; wonderland

vacillate ®

1.
2.

v. [to be undecided about something] hesitate; dither; falter
v. [to move or sway to and fro] totter; stagger; waver

Analogy:
persistence : vacillate :: inertia : react
vacillate : uncertainty :: apologize : contrite
vassal

n. [a tenant-farmer, one who gave total allegiance to a feudal
lord in return for protection and the right to cultivate land] serf;
subordinate; servant

exceptionable

reciprocal; bilateral;
multilateral

1.
2.

resolve

